
Financial FAQs for 
Elected Members



1. What is the cost of audit to review LTP – how 
and why would you do it?
 
First of all, the cost of the audit opinion as it is known varies from council to 
council depending on a number of factors including size, complexity and 
risk.  The fees generally range between $80,000 and $120,000.

There is a requirement under the Local Government Act (LGA) (section 94) 
which requires all plans to contain a report from the Auditor General.
While this might be a significant cost to a particular council, the advantages 
include gaining assurance that the LTP gives effect to the purpose set out 
in the LGA, and that there is good quality information and assumptions 
contained within the plan.

One of the many issues raised by the auditors is that there is no quality 
control over the LTP prior to the LTP being audited.  It must be remembered 
that there is now no requirement for the auditors to comment on legal 
compliance of the LTP.  That means they do not check to ensure that the LTP 
includes all the requirements that are set out in the Local Government Act.  
Obviously, through their auditing they may come across items that should 
be in the LTP that are not, however this does not mean the LTP is completely 
compliant with the legislation.  It is up to Council to ensure the LTP is legally 
compliant, not the auditors.

Every engagement by the auditors is undertaken by way of an engagement 
letter which is signed by the mayor or chair.  This sets out the terms in which 
the audit will occur and it is good practice that the audit and risk committee 
review that engagement letter prior to its being signed by either the mayor 
or chair.

3. How do I explain rates to a constituent? 
What about debt?

There are two types of rates: general rates which all ratepayers pay, and 
targeted rates.

General rates are normally considered a gross wealth tax because they are 
based on property values (either land or capital).  This principle that rates 
are a tax developed as part of case law in the Woolworths and others versus 
Wellington City Council.  It was stated as part of that case that rates do not 
necessarily have to reflect the value of services provided to a property or 
group of properties.  

Targeted rates often reflect benefits or services to a group of properties 
rather than individual properties.  The benefit could be of having a service 
available rather than using a service.  For example, a community might have 
a library rate, but not everybody uses the library.  However, the library is 
available for all to use.

It is important to note that rates do not reflect services or benefits to 
individual properties.

I liken debt for local authorities to when a new homeowner needs to acquire 
their home and takes out a mortgage.  The majority of mortgages are 
between 20 and 30 years and this is not an unreasonable time for a local 
authority to spread the cost of an asset over.  When a council requires a 
significant new asset, if debt is not used, then the burden for paying for that 
new asset rests with the existing ratepayer, rather than spreading the cost 
of that asset over its useful life, and all ratepayers (both current and future) 
pay their fair share for the use of that asset.

5. How can we move to rapid repayment of 
debt?

Council can accelerate the repayment of debt at any stage, providing it has 
the funding or cash with which to do that.  That additional funding or cash 
can be arrived at from many different sources, including cash surpluses 
created by either under-expenditure or additional revenue including 
increasing of rates, sale of assets or other cash windfalls.

If Council wishes to deliberately repay debt at a faster rate than anticipated, 
then it must consider the impacts.  For example, the council may have 
decided to borrow to fund additional assets for growth and if Council 
wishes to repay that debt earlier, then once the debt has been repaid, the 
additional properties may have been subsidised by the ratepayers who 
funded the debt repayment.

2. How can we set rates equitably?  Different 
rates formulas, system and tools?

The question of equity is one of perception.  

The setting of the rates begins with the revenue and financing policy where 
Council sets its overall philosophy for rating.  Any application of differentials, 
targeted rates and other funding mechanisms should be included within 
this policy.  While the pre-2002 Local Government Act had a factor of equity 
and fairness, this is no longer a specific requirement when adopting a 
revenue and financing policy.

Council is required however to consider the overall impacts of its policy on 
the revenue needs of the community.  This could be interpreted as being 
equitable.

All rates, including the application of differential rates, must comply with the 
Local Government (Rating) Act 2002. (LRGA).

The overall decision as to which different rates should be applied is a 
judgement decision required by Council and this should not be made 
without understanding the different impacts on different groups of 
ratepayers.

4. What should the timing of LTP, AP and 
policies be?

A long-term plan must be adopted by 30 June every three years, and the 
next long-term plan will need to be adopted by 30 June 2018.  An LTP can 
be amended at any time, providing the council goes through the required 
level of consultation for any amendment.

An annual plan needs to be adopted by 30 June every year, and in the year 
of an LTP, year one of the LTP is deemed an annual plan.  It is important to 
note that setting the rates must follow the annual plan.

The only policy that must be adopted in conjunction with an LTP is the 
revenue and financing policy, and that needs to be adopted prior to the 
adoption of the long-term plan.  Other policies can be adopted at any stage 
by Council once the appropriate consultation has been undertaken for 
those policies.  The table on the next page sets out when the funding and 
financial policies need to be reviewed and adopted by Council.

6. How do we determine significance?

Council is required to have a significance and engagement policy under 
section 76 AA.  A good consideration when developing a significance and 
engagement policy is what will be the likely impact of Council’s decision on 
its residents and ratepayers.  For example, if Council decides to build a new 
swimming pool which will significantly increase the rates then that would 
obviously be a significant decision for Council.  However, if Council wished 
to sell surplus property, that is unlikely to be significant unless there was 
significant public interest in that property.

Significance is more than a financial impact, and often items with low value 
but which have high public interest can be significant.

Significance ultimately is determined by the elected members.

Policy Required to be included in the 
LTP

Adopted through special 
consultative procedure

Other requirements

Revenue and financing S102 Yes Yes Must be reviewed every 3 years

Liability management S104 No No Summary in financial strategy

Investment policy S105 No No Summary in financial strategy

Development contributions or 
financial contributions S106

No Yes Must be reviewed every 3 years

Remission and postponement of 
rates on Maori freehold land S108

No Yes Must be reviewed every 6 years

Rates remission S109. To remit 
rates, Council must have a 
remission policy

No Yes Must be reviewed every 6 years

Rates postponement S110. To 
postpone rates, Council must 
have a postponement policy

No Yes Must be reviewed every 6 years

Funding and financial policies required under section 102 LGA



7. What is the formula for CapEx – especially 
where CapEx is not achieved by officers?
 
I’m not sure of the question, however capital expenditure includes any 
expenditure for replacing existing assets and creating or acquiring new 
physical assets.

Often councils do not complete their capital expenditure in a financial year 
due to a variety of reasons, and often these are then “carried forward” and 
resolved in a subsequent financial year.  The reasons can include lack of 
internal and external resources to undertake the work.

11. What effect do natural disasters have on 
insurance premiums?
 
Generally, where there are significant natural disasters in which there has 
been insured assets that need to be replaced by insurance premiums, then 
over the short term insurance premiums may rise and then decrease over a 
longer period of time.  The insurance market, and therefore premiums, are 
driven primarily by underwriters who are based overseas.

Some councils belong to the Local Authority Protection Programme (LAPP) 
which provides a fund should a council suffer a natural disaster like the 
Canterbury earthquakes.  As result of the Canterbury earthquakes, the 
premiums or contributions paid to LAPP were increase significantly. 

9. Some benchmarks on annual reports don’t 
make sense.

I’m not sure what benchmarks you are referring to, but I assume they are the 
benchmarks from Local Government (Financial Reporting and Prudence) 
Regulations 2014 (known as the Prudent Benchmarks).

A number of these are quite complex and technical benchmarks, and were 
developed specifically by the Department of Internal Affairs for a monitoring 
of what they believe to be key benchmarks.  I believe that there are a 
number of these that will not apply correctly to every council, and we will be 
discussing these in our Financial Governance 101 workshops

13. I need more details on what depreciation is 
in the local government sector.

We discuss depreciation in both Introduction to Financial Governance 
and in Financial Governance 101.  There is also a paper produced by Local 
Government New Zealand on this issue.

View Local Government New Zealand’s paper on Depreciation in the Local 
Government Context here.

8. How can we explain the LTP better?

Apart from the Local Government Act definition of the LTP, one way of 
describing the LTP is that Council is intending to undertake both operational 
and capital expenditure during the next ten years, and this has impacts 
on the community.  The LTP then describes the impacts in financial and 
non-financial terms.  The financial impacts are described in the financial 
statements and the resulting changes to rates and debt.  The non-financial 
terms are often described as performance measures relating to the levels of 
service.

It is also important to remember that the LTP is only a forecast and the 
actual results may be different, particularly after year 4, as there is a new 
LTP developed every three years.

12. Do we use insurance figures for our costs 
(rates etc.)?

Insurance is a cost which is normally paid for by way of rates, just like any 
other operational cost.

10. What financial indicators tell us what value 
we are getting from council staff and assets?

Unfortunately there are no financial indicators that tell you you’re getting 
value from your council staff and assets.  However, there are non-financial 
performance measures which should enable Council to be informed 
whether the assets being employed are achieving the appropriate level of 
service.

As to whether you’re getting value from your staff, I suggest you have a 
conversation with your chief executive.

The majority of council assets do not produce income, as they are there to 
provide a public service which otherwise would not have been provided.  
Therefore, there are no financial indicators for these assets.  However, for 
financial assets (investments) a good measure is the long-term return on 
investment as a percentage.  If you have significant financial assets your 
required rate of return should be included within your financial strategy.

14. What are the NZ financial benchmarks for 
local government, i.e. the ability to benchmark 
the performance of own council against 
average in NZ?

The NZ financial benchmarks are a requirement of Local Government 
(Financial Reporting and Prudence) Regulations 2014 and are not designed 
to compare the performance against an average in New Zealand, although 
some people have attempted to do this.

For benchmarking to be effective you must compare yourself with similar 
councils with a similar financial profile.

http://www.lgnz.co.nz/assets/Induction-Extras/Depreciation-paper-final.pdf
http://www.lgnz.co.nz/assets/Induction-Extras/Depreciation-paper-final.pdf


15. How does tax work?  Is there no tax as no 
profit?
 
Tax for local authorities is complex.  Local authorities only pay income 
tax on income (profit that the council receives) from council0-controlled 
organisations (CCO), however all local authorities are required to pay GST 
and FBT like any other entities.

19. If interest rates drop, is the council better 
off increasing the debt repayments?  Or can 
they use this “extra saving” to fund projects in 
the short term?
 
While interest rates may drop, a significant number of councils have 
financial instruments which provide for long-term interest security and 
therefore, if interest rates drop there may not be the savings that are 
anticipated.  However, if there is a saving, then it is up to Council to decide 
how those funds should then be spent.  If those funds are significant as 
defined by the council’s significance and engagement policy, then there is a 
requirement to consult with the community. 

17. Under what circumstances might it be 
advantageous for a council to carry a high level 
of debt?

There are a number of circumstances where it might be advantageous for a 
council to have a higher debt level than what would be considered prudent 
for other councils.  Examples of these circumstances would include:

 > when there is a requirement to forward construct and fund 
significant infrastructure that will be ultimately paid for by 
developers and additional ratepayers.

 > where Council has significant (and certain) investment income which 
is returning a higher rate than the council’s long-term interest rate.

 > where Council is required to undertake significant one-off capital 
expenditure that is not likely to be repeated for some considerable 
length of time.

This list is not exhaustive but does give some indication as to when it is 
possible for debt to be higher than the average.

21. Can we borrow for operational costs?

There is no legal reason why you cannot borrow for operational costs.       
However, as operational costs normally recur every year, and as a council 
borrows to fund operational costs, then every year the debt would 
continually increase.  Ultimately the principle must be repaid for by way of 
rates together with the interest.  It is acceptable however to borrow for one-
off operational costs that Council could not normally fund from rates.  An 
example might be the development of a new district plan which would be 
required every ten years.

16. Does local government (organisations) pay 
GST?

Yes, local government does pay GST, as a GST is a tax on goods and 
services.  While the council may not provide services to specific individuals, 
councils provide services to the community, and therefore rates are subject 
to GST.  Council however, can claim back the GST on any services provided 
to them providing there is a valid GST invoice, except for when costs and 
income are satiated with residential rental income.

20. How are the LGFA covenants reached for 
Debt Affordability, debt to total assets etc., 
and what can we do if these covenants are not 
being met?

The LGFA covenants were developed in consultation with the sector and 
these are generally considered the upper end of debt limits.  If those 
covenants are not being met, then Council needs to look at its financial 
position and consider the consequences of not meeting those covenants.  
Without knowing specifics, I cannot comment any further.

18. How does Council meet the requirements 
of Audit NZ, i.e. on the annual report, when 
the accounts are turned down at the last 
minute because of a different interpretation?

I am not sure of the question as Audit New Zealand, on behalf of the Auditor 
General, only offers an opinion as to whether the results are fairly reflected, 
that the council has complied with generally accepted accounting practice, 
and that the performance measures fairly reflect the intended levels of 
services.

If there is a difference of opinion between council staff and the auditor, then 
in my opinion, both should be able to present their case to Council and the 
council can decide whose opinion is correct.  Often, this discussion takes 
place at the audit and risk committee, prior to it becoming an issue for full 
council.

There is a requirement within the Local Government Act for the council to 
adopt its annual report no later than 31 October each year.  Last year two 
councils failed to meet this requirement.  This was reported to Parliament 
by the Auditor General in her report on local authorities.

22. What is zero based accounting and what 
are the benefits?

Zero based budgeting is a term used when an organisation develops a 
budget without referring to either previous budgets or actual expenditure, 
and starts from a zero base of constructing costs identifiable to each service 
that is provided.  For example, if Council was using a zero based budget for 
salaries it would be identifying the staff members’ forecast salaries for the 
coming year, rather than taking either last year’s budget or actualm, and 
adding a percentage for expected increases.

The advantage is you are not using a cost plus approach, but considering 
each expense to see their relevance.  This approach can be very time-
consuming, however it should be considered for every activity at least once 
every three years, and a good time to do that is during the LTP process and 
linking that to levels of service reviews.



23. Why don’t councils have more grunt 
in terms of what they’re reporting?  E.g. 
balance sheets around revaluations of assets 
compared to the corporate world.
 
The main difference between the corporate world and local government, 
in respect of their balance sheets, is local government’s large value of 
assets (e.g, plant property and equipment) compared with corporates.  
Unfortunately local authorities are not in the position to sell the majority 
of their assets as they are there for providing public services and are not 
normally saleable.

27. Could you give a more detailed explanation 
of debt ratios?
 
There are two types of debt ratios, the first being set by central government 
through the Local Government (Financial Reporting and Prudence) 
Regulations 2014 and the others are the covenants set by the Local 
Government Funding Agency (LGFA).

The financial prudence regulations is a suite of performance measures 
that all councils must report their performance against, while the LGFA 
covenants are only set for those councils borrowing from the LGFA.

25. Could you give more explanation on 
depreciation?

See question 13 and a copy of the webinar slides, presented on 16 
December 2016.

29. Could you comment on legislation about 
debt to rates?

See question 27.

24. Where can I find discussion on possible 
revenue sources apart from rates or borrowing 
for councils?

This is discussed in Financial Governance 201, however there are many 
titles that deal with this issue, including those from the Society of Local 
Government Managers (SOLGM).  These include:

 > More Dollars and Senses; 
 > The Price Is Right (currently under review); and
 > Developing Local Authority Revenue Systems (the Green book).

28. What are councillor & staff roles in 
formulating the annual plan and LTP? 

The role of Council is to set the overall direction, including levels of 
service, debt and rates, while the role of staff is to provide options and 
consequences for Council to consider.  Only a council can adopt either the 
annual plan or LTP.

26. Could you explain more about ‘cash is 
king’?

Managing your cash is the most important thing a council can undertake.  
Managing the cash includes monitoring both expenditure and income.  If 
cash is monitored well, then the remainder is relatively easily managed and 
monitored. 

30. Is Opex + Rates a relevant strategic growth 
model and how is it best relayed to the public? 

I’m not sure of the question, however generally the councils that have high 
growth have high debt, which will be repaid either through development 
contributions or additional rates collected on the growth properties.



31. Why is the breakdown of rates not shown 
as in percentage on the pie chart?  Why is it 
generalised?
 
I assume you are referring to the pie graph included in the GROW handbook. 
The purpose of the pie graph was to show the allocation of types of income 
rather than specifics.  Each council uses a different mix of general and 
targeted rates and, therefore, to break the rates down to this level would 
have been confusing.

35. What happens to funds from targeted rates 
for infrastructure, e.g. sewerage, if residents 
have paid in targeted rates over the years for 
a scheme?  Is that money always set aside or 
accounted for, so that when the scheme needs 
maintenance expenditure, the residents are 
protected from getting a secondary rating, say 
ten years on?
 
I assume this question relates to lump sum contributions where a ratepayer 
has made a lump sum contribution for wastewater (a sewerage scheme).  
The lump sum is only for the initial capital cost and cannot be used for 
either operations and maintenance or future renewals or replacement.

33. You mentioned “vary” and “amend” – does 
this refer to our own significance policy?  Or is 
there another trigger or threshold?  What’s the 
difference or threshold relating to a variance 
and amendment?

This was discussed in the webinar on 16 December 2016, however it relates 
to the decision regarding if a council wants to change what was forecast in 
the long-term plan.  It is only an amendment to the long-term plan if there 
is a significant (as defined in your significance and engagement policy) 
change to what was forecast in the long-term plan.

37. Do you have to audit the amendment to the 
LTP and why?

Yes, this is a requirement of section 94 of the Local Government Act 2002

32. Is the financial clout on debt levels easy for 
the public to understand?

I’m not sure of the question, however, relative to councils’ overall assets, our 
debt is very low, and across the sector the amount of revenue that is used 
for interest is also low.

36. Can you teach us how to easily interpret 
financial reports?

This is discussed in Financial Governance 201.

34. Can you explain funding for depreciation?

See question 13.  This was also discussed in the webinar on 16 December 
2016

38. How long does this amendment process 
usually take? 

The amendment process would depend on the complexity of the 
amendment, but any amendment must go through a formal public 
consultation process where the proposal is considered by a the community 
for no less than one calendar month.  Then the public are able to make 
submissions.  The minimum amount of time I would expect an amendment 
process to take would be three months.



39. What does “significant” mean in the 
context of amending LTP?
 
See question 33 and the webinar held on 16 December 2016.

43. Why don’t we involve the community at 
the start of LTP instead of near the end?  How 
would we do that? 
 
Again, this question was considered at the webinar held on 16 December 
2016.  Good practice requires a local authority to consider the needs 
of its community prior to the development of an LTP.  There is a formal 
consultation process at the end of the LTP process, but this should not be 
the only consultation a council undertakes as part of the LTP process.

41. Why has consultation not been kept as 
mandatory?

This was discussed at the webinar held on 16 December 2016, however the 
principle is that consultation is only mandatory as required by your own 
significance and engagement policy.

45. Would ‘triple line accounting’ help uncover 
long-term corruption (SDHB $17 million DCC 
car fleet scandal) more quickly?  How can we 
be prepared to uncover theft quickly?

The simple answer is no.  The only way to uncover long-term fraud is to have 
a robust internal audit program and a culture of asking the hard questions.  
This needs to be led from the top through the entire organisation.

40. How is depreciation accounted for?  What 
rates are applied (recognising Council is 
different to business)?

See question 13.  The rates used to calculate depreciation are based on the 
useful life of the asset.  This is the same principle that is used for business 
reporting (not for tax purposes).

44. Through what processes can councils 
represent the need for funding assistance to 
cover disproportionate infrastructure needs to 
cover growing tourist numbers?

There are numerous ways in which councils can demonstrate the impacts of 
increased costs resulting from growing tourist numbers.  One is to compare 
the cost of providing services with a similar local authority that has very 
little tourism.  The other way is to identify from within each of the activities 
the costs that are associated with providing those services to tourists.  
For example, what would be the cost of providing public toilets to only its 
ratepayers compared with the cost of providing public toilets to everyone?

42. Should progress of an annual plan be 
presented at each council meeting, or do you 
need to ask for info?

I would not anticipate the progress of an annual plan be presented at 
each council meeting, however I would anticipate an overall timetable 
with intended decision-making processes brought before Council for its 
consideration and approval.

46. Funding Impact Statement – What is 
it?  How does it fit with revenue & financing 
policy?  Examples?

The funding impact statement is the final process prior to the setting of 
rates as it details all rates and the various categories and amounts that are 
payable.  The revenue and financing policy is the policy that decides what 
activities will be funded by what particular rates.
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